Inhibition of ACE/kininase-II, acute myocardial infarction, and survival.
Three major trials, in patients with chronic heart failure, have shown that treatment with an ACE inhibitor reduces mortality. However, at the time of writing this review there continue to be strong grounds for uncertainty as to the role of these drugs after acute myocardial infarction in man. This uncertainty is exemplified by the findings of two recently published mortality trials, the CONSENSUS II and the SAVE investigations. Despite virtually identical premises, though widely differing therapeutic approaches, the observations reported in these two papers contrast markedly. In this review we have sought to analyse the possible reasons why the findings of the two trials differ. In our attempt to understand this important issue we have necessarily turned to smaller clinical studies, and also to investigations performed in animals. Furthermore, we review the investigational strategies which have been employed by other, currently unreported, large scale survival studies, as these will certainly hold many of the answers to the questions which the SAVE and CONSENSUS II trials have raised.